Introduction
Hypothetical quantum wire of hydrogen is a one dimensional device designed in nanometer scale. Our main purpose is to illustrate the procedure for calculating the bandstructure for quantum wire by using the 1D model concept of quantum wire. Electronic structure of the hydrogen wire is demonstrated where numerical solution has been preferred instead of analytical solution for the device. The wire is a one dimensional solid composed of N hydrogen atoms which are actually a lattice of finite range whose unit cell is consisting one atom each. In this structure electrons are free to move only in the x direction and confined in both y-and zdirections. [1] This type of atomic arrangement simply forms a quantum wire of hydrogen atoms. The bandstructure has been calculated by solving Hamiltonian matrix eigenvalue equation. Finite difference method followed to find the eigenvalues of the matrix. [2] In this paper we have developed a quantum wire to investigate its conducting properties with help of the E-k diagram. We have plotted the E-k diagram from dispersion relation which shows the eigenvalues by using MATLAB. The resulting bandstructures of the quantum wire of hydrogen atom and quantum wire of hydrogen dimer establish the solid-state like material property. A model structure for nano-wire transistor of quantum wire of hydrogen has been proposed in this research.
II. Device Structure
The Quantum wire of hydrogen atom is composed of repeating unit cell containing one Atom each. Consider each atom is separated by a lattice constant "a". [2] This nano wire is a single dimensional periodic arrangement of hydrogen atom. In this work, we have developed a hypothetical electronic structure of the quantum wire of hydrogen atom. The wire is actually an array of hydrogen atoms and we have used periodic boundary conditions to make the calculation simple. For this one orbital per atom model we can write down a (N×N) Hamiltonian matrix by using 1st neighbor approximation [3] : In (1), and are 1st and 2 nd neighbor tight binding model parameter respectively. According to the periodic boundary condition (PBC) where we are assuming that the last point N is connected back to the first point 1, so that there are no ends. We can also say that the N th atom warps around and overlaps the first atom as in a ring. This leads to non-zero values for the elements H (1,N) and H (N,1) which would normally be zero if the solid were abruptly truncated [2] . The PBC is usually not realistic, because real solids usually have "ends" where periodicity is lost. But if we are discussing the bulk properties of a large solid then the precise boundary condition at the surface does not matter [2] .
III. Numerical solution for eigenvalues
To find the eigenvalues of the matrix [H] given in equation (3.4.1) numerically the finite difference method is used. Because of the periodicity in the electronic structure the matrix equation is E(ψ)=[H](ψ) consists of a set of N equations that are all identical in form and can be written as: [4] 
This set of equations can be solved analytically by the wavefunction:
Now (2) 
IV. Analysis Of Dispersion Relation And E-K Diagram
Let"s take a sample array of N=40 hydrogen atoms and by using the dispersion relation of equation (5) we can find the expected eigenvalues from an E-k diagram with help of MATLAB. The E-k diagram shows that the eigenvalue numbers are restricted to a finite number. This is a result of two factors. Firstly, the use of periodic boundary conditions is equivalent to envisioning the lattice to be in the form of a closed N-atom ring. So, for an N-atom ring with interatomic spacing a, so according to the Bloch theorem:
Thus, for a finite solid k can only assume a set of discrete values and the total number of distinct values is equal to . Secondly, values of ka differing by 2π do not represent distinct states on a discrete lattice.
From Fig. 2 Fig. 2 that for the discrete lattice system, two and only distinct values of exist for each and every allowed values of . In Fig. 2 where values of limited from to and blue curve represents the valance band.
From E-k diagram we get the following energy states for conduction band. 
Interatomic distance a=
From the E-k diagram we get the following energy states for valance band. 
V. Conductive properties of quantum wire
As we see from the E-k diagram Fig.2 is a bandstructure of 40 atoms hydrogen wire, where we got 40 energy states. Let"s do a simple calculation. These 40 hydrogen atoms have total 40 valance electrons. It is easy to say that first 20 energy states are completely filled with 40 electrons and form the valance band, where two hydrogen atoms made a covalent bond. Other 20 energy states left empty and form the conduction band. Now as we see that bottom of the conduction band and top of the valance band overlaps which means that there is no energy band gap between two bands. This is similar to the bandstructure of a conductor. [5] So according to the conducting properties it is a metallic quantum wire.
VI. Conclusion
A hypothetical quantum wire of hydrogen has been developed. We have showed a numerical model for solving the one dimensional Schrödinger equation for the quantum wire of hydrogen by finite difference method using MATLAB. In order to obtain the numerical solution for the quantum wire of hydrogen we have taken into account some assumptions as: the mass of an electron is very small compared to a proton, the nucleus is not moving and it"s fixed at the center of the atom. No relativistic correction and Quantum Electrodynamic calculations were done in this work. The atomic orbitals can be used as a basis to write down a matrix representation for the Hamiltonian operator, which can then be diagonalized to find the energy eigenvalues. [6] This numerical model of solution can be used as a base calculation for any infinite periodic solid system to calculate the energy eigenvalues. An array of infinite periodic solid where atoms are spaced by equal distance from each other, acts like conductor, and we can say that an array of infinite periodic solid where pair of atoms [7] separated by an equal distance, would acts like a semiconductor. Based on this conception a one dimensional solid composed of N hydrogen dimer whose unit cell consists of two atoms can form quantum wire of hydrogen di-mer [8] . A hypothetical transistor of hydrogen can be developed by using these two types of hydrogen wires.
[1] Such development will be done elsewhere in future. Results obtained from this atom model can be used to calculate the I/V characteristics of hydrogen wire and thereby very significant quantum phenomena such as quantum tunneling can be investigated.
